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MAD FOR MARCH!
As 2021 begins for the Toy
Library we welcome everyone
back and dust ourselves off
after a roller coaster ride
that was 2020. Our times
once again are back to normal
Tuesday 10 –3, Wednesday
2—7.30 and Thursday 10 –
3pm. The Toy Library is
aware and is very thankful for
the privilege of being open to
its members.
We thank those of you who
participated in the “Click and
Collect” program during the
closure last year, it gave the
Toy Library an opportunity to
see how effective it would be.
It was food for thought. For
the moment we would like to
focus on getting back to our
core value of dealing with
families, but we will certainly
keep the “Click and Collect”
discussion open.
For those of you who have
been
asking
about
puzzles…..it’s back! Unlimited
Puzzles!!!! Just to refresh
you all, there are , 5 levels of
puzzles L 1 –5 and they are all
colour coded to match the
shelf colour that they are in. 1
being the easiest and 5 being
the hardest. Each level has
age
and
skill

recommendations, but these
are just suggestions and by
no means the rule. If you
need any help, please ask
one of the volunteers and
they can guide you.

As we all know March in
Adelaide has become what is
known as “Mad March” Well, in
the Toy Library it is no
different. For the month of
March we are offering a $25
joining fee or $25 renewing
fee. It’s $25 for the month of
March. If you have friends
thinking of joining, now is the
time—March is $25. Don’t
forget joining online is a new
fast, efficient
and Covid
friendly way of paying and you
will still receive
the Mad
March offer.

Library and speak to Lyn.
Are you feeling creative? If you
can see a use for the Ball Pit
without the balls, see us for the
details. As you know during
Covid we have not been able to
hire the Ball Pits due to Covid
regulations. The Ball Pits could
offer many possibilities and do
clean easily. We can hire these
for a cheaper rate of $10 for 6
days.
Hop, skip and jump to the Toy
Library to buy your tickets in
this year’s Easter Raffle. $2
for a single ticket and $5 for 3.
The raffle to be drawn on
Tuesday 30th of March (Good
Friday is April 2nd). All money
raised will go towards the
purchase of new and exciting
toys for our shelves.

The Toy Library has a large and
varied membership. It could be
a great opportunity to reach an
audience that you haven’t
discovered before. If you are
interested in finding out more
about
advertising
or
sponsorship opportunities we
are asking $10 for the
remainder of 2021. For more
information
ring the
Toy

EASY PEASY!!!!!
In the corner of the Toy
Library you will find a stand of
sheets called Parent Easy
Guides. These multi– coloured
guides are a wealth of
information put together by
various
professionals
in
different fields to help answer
all types of parental questions.
There are over 60 Parent Easy
Guides (P.E.G) designed to
have easy to read information
on children between birth and

18 years. There are also a
number of specially designed
P.E.Gs for Aboriginal families.
A small number have been
translated into 6 languages .
The guides give valuable
advice and offer several
websites or contacts to
encourage further learning. It
is comforting to know that
these sheets are constantly
being updated also, so you
know the advice is current. If

you have a question, maybe
have a look through a P.E.G
for some answers.
Www.parenting.sa.gov.au

Tea Tree Gully
Toy Library Inc.
571 Montague Road
Modbury SA 5092
Phone: 8397 7443
toylibrary@cttg.sa.gov.au
www.ttgtoylibrary.org.au
PO Box 509
MODBURY SA 5092

School Holiday
Closure
The Toy Library will be
closed from Thursday
April 8th at 3pm
and will re open Tuesday
April 27th at 10am

FAMILY POWER!

The most important part of a child’s life is
their family. While families are structured
in many different ways, creating a nurturing
environment is beneficial. “A loving caring
family can help create confident, resilient
children, while an unhappy family can lead to
a range of problems for children”. Our style
of parenting, may or may not be helpful in
creating this nurturing environment. Here
are some ideas that may facilitate our
parenting.

Be Loving, Caring and Kind

An ongoing fight for control is not helpful
-Encouragement and appreciation is key to for children. The use of violence or
intimidation is destructive and makes all
making everyone in the family feel valuable.
family members unhappy”.
-Warmth, thoughtfulness and kindness are
all emotions that encourage family bonding.
Family and Friendship are Vital
-”Be quick to praise family members”.

-Telling children that you love them and the -To overpower most problems, it helps if you
either
different things about them, will make them have a strong support network,
family or friends.
feel proud.
-Threatening, blaming or behaviour that -To nourish and sustain that network it is
makes children or adults feel hopeless or important to make an effort to catch up
with family and friends often.
bad is detrimental and can harm all parties.

Making Time to Listen and Talk
-Encourage all family members to talk
everyday. Show interest and enthusiasm
about what they tell you.

-Expression of a wide range of feelings in a Recognise Differences
safe way, can be helpful for all family -Celebrate each family member for who they
members.
are and their differences, whatever they
-Listen carefully to what is being said, as may be. “Let them feel proud to be
there is often thoughts and feelings behind themselves”.
the words.
-Every family member should be entitled to
have their own interests. Others should be
open minded, sympathetic and considerate
enough to allow them to enjoy these
activities.

Make Family Time

Commitment
-Prioritise family life and allow children to
have as much quality time with you as
possible.
-Include everyone when problem solving,
children learn skills from helping to make
decisions.

-Whenever possible “stick up for each
other”. Being a strong family unit encourages
-It is often difficult to include the whole pride and confidence.
family in every activity, however it is
generally rewarding for everyone.
Celebrating Family Rituals and Traditions

-The creation of rituals and traditions within
Sharing the Potential and Chores
-Put aside time to spend together as a family -Fostering the ability to trust and care is a family help make a family unique.
–have fun and make memories.
taught through listening to all family Www.parenting.sa.gov.au
-”Talk together about things that affect the members opinions. Letting children have a
whole family –include children”. Family say is important.
meetings can be helpful.
-”Have daily routines in the family. This

-Try to have meals together as much as helps children feel secure”.
possible without phones or TV.
-Sharing jobs amongst family members
-To work well as a couple, it is important encourages everyone to support each other
that you spend quality time together, so that and the household to run more smoothly.
it benefits the whole family.
-”Use adult power wisely. Use humour and
encouragement, not punishment or threats.

LET’S PLAY!
GAME NAME : Yahtzee Classic
NUMBER OF PLAYERS : 2+ players
AGE GROUP : 8 + Years
ABOUT THE GAME :
At first glance Yahtzee looks like an
over complicated game. The aim is “the
player with the highest GRAND total at
the end of all 13 rounds is the winner”.
To achieve this, each player rolls the
dice a maximum of 3 rolls each round.
Every player is trying to get the best
possible score by choosing the most
useful combination of dice in each roll.
“The real mastery of the game is not
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just being a high roller, but knowing
which box to fill and when”. If you are
patient and happy to give this game a
chance, it is actually quite fun and good
for numeracy skills as well.
Www. hasbro.co.uk
RATING : 3 out of 5 dice.
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HAVE YOUR CAKE AND EAT IT TOO!

SMARTY PANTS!
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